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"Sometimes in politics 
you get a wallop.”

Well, the whole country, and indeed the 
world, has got one now



So, what are we about today?

How might trends we are 
seeing as a result of the 
pandemic impact the world 
around us in the longer term

Thinking (and talking!) through 
the lasting implications and 
impacts of the crisis on us

Identify decisions and actions 
that help the business (and 
ourselves) be more resilient in 
the changed and changing 
environment

Consider ways to survive and 
then, hopefully, flourish in the 
long term



Strategy as thinking and 
acting not planning...

• Strategy is not necessarily long-term planning - precisely because 

you’re dealing with other wilful human beings and unforeseen 

events

• Strategy is an attempt to influence the future by thinking through 

the moves you can take

• Strategy is the art of creating power (leverage) and getting more 

out of a situation than might otherwise have been expected

• Good strategy consists in the triumph over uncertainty and chaos







Scenarios?

Stories about what the future might look like

Thinking about plausible and alternative versions of 
the future



Scenarios?

They are not predictions or forecasts!

They are more about ‘could happen’ than ‘will happen’

The aim is to explore and open your eyes to challenges
and opportunities



How to use scenarios

Focus on why it might happen and what it would mean if it did

Recognise the limits of available information; even the best of our 
forecasts are challenged by what actually happens - this is about 

generating ideas for the future

Do not fall into the trap of been overly pessimistic or overly 
optimistic in terms of which scenario is likely to happen



How to use scenarios

Don’t get lost in the details, look at the overall trend and the kind 
of conditions that each scenario might generate

Recognise that different scenarios will have different outcomes for 
different industries and types of companies and may not directly 

relate to your own

Think through each scenario in terms what implications it would 
have for your business or how best you might prepare for each 

one



What letter will our economy look like?

V U Y W L
The virus is contained 
within the next few 
months with widespread 
and effective testing 
and maybe even a 
vaccine to prevent a 
second wave

The impact of the 
lockdown on the virus is 
slower and widespread 
and effective testing 
takes longer to 
implement

‘Y’ is similar to ‘U’, the 
impact of the lockdown 
takes longer.

‘W’ is similar to ‘V in that 
the lockdown ends but 
then the virus returns in 
winter

The persistence of the 
virus in the population 
requires some lockdown 
measures to be 
maintained for longer.  
Effective testing 
becomes difficult to 
implement resulting in a 
second wave

A quick rebound in the  
economy

The economic recovery 
takes time but takes 
place as confidence 
about containment and 
consumer spending 
return

The economic recovery 
is quicker for some 
sectors than others with 
a patchwork of policy 
responses in different 
sectors and different 
economies

After an initial recovery, 
the second wave results 
in a difficult and 
prolonged recession, or 
perhaps even 
depression (depending 
on public policy)

A difficult and 
prolonged recession, or 
perhaps even 
depression (depending 
on public policy)



The V-shaped Recovery
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The U-shaped Recovery
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The W-shaped Recovery
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The L-shaped Recovery



Things to keep in mind

• The different recovery scenarios – V, U, W, Y, L

• Companies in different sectors be affected differently – directly and 

indirectly (the ripple effect)

• Permanent impacts – “the new normal” – on production and consumption

• New business opportunities?

• What policy options are in play and how effective will they be (in the short, 

medium and long term)?



© Copenhagen Economics
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Using for the different scenarios

• Which scenario best describes the situation your organisation appears
prepared for for preparing for?

• Is there a scenario that you are currently ignoring but shouldn’t be?

• What would you do differently in order to survive and prosper in each of the 
scenarios?

• What resources, capabilities, relationships and, business processes and 
workforce provisions do you need to learn more about?



Climate is what 
you expect, 
weather is 
what you get

Robert Heinlein



Environmental influences surrounding the organisation

• Changeability: the degree to which the environment is likely to change

• Predictability: the degree to which such changes can be predicted

Turbulence level
Low High



Changeability has two main elements

Complexity: degree to 
which the organisation’s 
environment is affected 

by such factors as 
internationalisation and 

technological, social and 
political issues

Novelty: the degree to 
which the environment 

presents the organisation 
with new situations



Predictability comprises two main elements

Rate of change of 
the environment from 

slow to fast

Visibility of the future 
in terms of availability 

and usefulness of 
information used to 
predict the future













ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

§ Overall	performance	of	economy:	gross	
domestic	product,	available	income	

§ Monetary	value:	consumer	costs,	wholesale	
prices,	commodity	and	producer	costs

§ Public	finances:	government	spending,	debt,	
subsidies

§ International	monetary	and	interest	rate	
developments

§ International	debt

§ Seasonal	fluctuations

§ Changing	basic	human	needs:	food,	clothing,	
housing,	climate,	health,	environment

§ Social	values

§ Consumption	habits

§ Attitude	toward	education	and	research

§ Leisure	behavior:	importance	of	
entertainment,	sports	and	recreation

§ Entrepreneurial	attitudes:	in	safety	standards,	
risk	attitudes

§ Global/political	development	tendencies:	
national	and	international	conflicts

§ Stability	of	social	and	political	system

§ Form	of	government	in	important	countries

§ Development	of	economic	policy

§ Economic	legislation	(patent	law,	producer	
liability,	labor	law)

§ Regulation/deregulation

§ Legal	security

ECONOMIC FACTORS SOCIO-CULTURAL FACTORS POLITICAL AND LEGAL 
FACTORS



ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

§ Product	innovations

§ Development	of	energy	and	raw	material	
technology

§ Availability	of	resources:	ground,	water,	air,	
sun	light

§ Availability	of	energy	resources:	oil,	gas,	
electricity,	coal,	etc.

§ Private	and	governmental	innovations

§ Product	technologies:	automation,	process	
technology

§ Attractive	foreign	markets

§ New	industrialized	countries

§ Important	political	events

§ Significant	global	cross-border	markets

§ Different	cultural	attributes

§ Demographic	development

§ Demographics:	family	formation,	mortality	
rate

§ Age	structure

§ Number	and	size	of	households

§ Structure	of	households:	one	vs.	multi-
person	households

§ Education	degree

§ Regional	distribution	of	population

§ Income	distribution

TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS GLOBAL FACTORS DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS



Priority matrix



ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS



Starting questions for scenarios

• What are your previous expectations and to what extent needed to be 
rethought?

• What are the biggest threats or challenges facing your business at the 
moment?

• What might the customers or the businesses you provide products and 
services to value in these different scenarios?
• What might that mean for the different types of customer in terms of what you 

supply them with, where they are based, how they do business?



Starting questions for scenarios

• What new needs, wants might emerge from the current situation but you 
might be in a good position to meet? 

• What does that mean for our current business model?

• What are the kind of resources, capabilities, and relationships that are going 
to be important to delivering these kinds of value?



STRATEGY CONTENT

Differentiators 

Vehicles Staging 

Arenas 

Economic 
logic 

Where will we be active? 
•  Which product / service categories? 
•  Which market segments? 
•  Which geographic areas? 
•  Which value-creation strategies? 
•  What aspects of product / service design, 

manufacturing, selling, servicing, di stribution? 

How will we win? 
• Image? 
• Customization  
• Prici ng? 
• Style? 
• Product reliab ility? 

How will we get there? 
• I nternal  development? 
• Outsource? 
• Licensing / franchising 
• Alliances with other organisations? 
• Acquisitions? 

What will be our speed and 
sequence of moves? 
• Speed of expansion? 
• Sequence of initiatives? 

How will we obtain our returns? 
• Lowest costs through scale advantages? 
• Lowest costs through scope and replication 

advantages? 
• Premium prices due to unmatchable services?  
• Premium prices due to proprietary product 

features? 

Source: Hambrick and Fredrickson (2001) 

	

































A value proposition is…. 

… the collection of reasons why a person 
or company buys something 

… based … 

… on a compelling, tangible statement 
of how a company or individual will 

benefit from buying from you …

… and, therefore, you need to …

… think in terms of what client needs you 
can fill, not what services you offer.



Some suggested questions
• For whom do you create Value? 

• Who depends on your work in order to get their own jobs done?
• For what Value are your Customers truly willing to pay?
• For what do they pay now?
• How do they pay now?
• How might they prefer to pay?

• What Value do you deliver to people?
• What problem do you solve or need do you satisfy?

• What kinds of relationships do your customers want you to establish and maintain 
with them?

• Through which Channels do your customers / colleagues want to be reached?
• What options do you have for reaching them now?



§ Reduce risk

§ Lower costs

§ Increase convenience or usability

§ Improve performance

§ Increase enjoyment or fulfil basic needs

§ Fulfil social need (brand, status, approval, etc.)

§ Satisfy emotional need



Some suggested questions

• What partnerships or relationships are vital to us in order to provide Value to 
customers?
• What kind of support can you expect?  What alternatives do you have if they 

can’t?
• What are the key activities, resources and capabilities to current business?

• How can we use these for other purposes, to deliver other types of Value?



• What do you give to your work (time, energy, etc.)?
• Which Key Activities are most "expensive" (draining, stressful, 

time consuming, etc.)
• Think about all that you give and its impact on you or your unit.

• List soft and hard costs associated with your work:
• Soft costs: - Stress, dissatisfaction, lack of flexibility - Lack of 

personal or professional growth opportunities - Low recognition, 
social contribution etc.

• Hard costs: - Excessive time or travel commitments - Unreimbursed 
commuting or travel expenses - Unreimbursed training, education, 
tool, materials, or other costs etc, etc.)?



THE VRIO FRAMEWORK

Valuable? Rare?

costly to Imitate?
Embedded in 
organisational 
routines?





KEY QUESTION
How is our organisation different from 
our rivals in ways that may/or is the 

basis of how we achieve competitive
advantage and superior 

performance?





Resilience

1. Now: Managing the current to ensure what can be continued

2. Medium Term: Observe and learn in the hope of emerging more resilient

3. Long term: Look and take advantage of opportunities in order to 
flourish









Von Clausewitz

Logic / 
Rationale

Support / 
Morale

Strategy

Luck / 
Chance

The world is too complex to allow 
100% of your actions dictate 100% of 
your outcomes and this is the same 

for organisations



A USEFUL LINK
• https://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/About-Us/Services/Covid-

19/Supports/Covid-19-Guide.pdf


